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Studying notes on a board is one of the most important things you can do when learning a guitar. While you can become a great guitarist without learning the notes, it's going to make things much harder than it should be. Memorizing notes on a board is something you can do in a very short time. I'm not going to lie to you like some
YouTube videos and say you can memorize notes in 10 minutes, but if you follow the method in this article, you can remember the entire fret board at the right time. In this article you'll learn: Why studying notes on a board is worth the effort that you can do after you memorize fretboard Two effective methods for strengthening memory
notes practice plan to follow with step-by-step instructions While you may be tempted to move forward to methods, I strongly recommend reading everything so you can memorize notes in the most effective way. Memorizing notes on a board is also something you can do when you don't have a guitar with you. Learn more about my guide
on how to practice guitar without a guitar. Why learning notes on Fretboard Putting Effort into Memorizing Notes is much easier if you know why it's worth doing. So let's take a look at some useful things you can do if you remember the fretboard. Barre chords become lighter Barre chords allow you to take the form of a chord and play it
anywhere on the ladboard. This allows you to play chords like C'm, Ebm, Fom, Gm, all with the same chord shape. There is no open chord shape for C'm, but you can easily play if you know the shape of the barre chord and you know where to find the C e on the ladboard. Barre chords are only useful if you know where to play them.
Knowing the notes on the ladboard (especially low E and strings) will allow you to play any chord barre anywhere you want. Build chords and scales from scratch Let's say you play in a band and the rhythm guitarist came up with a good riff using E Harmonic Minor Scale and asks you to try coming up with a solo on top of it. What are you
doing? If you memorize the notes on the board, all you need to know is notes to this scale. You don't need to find any shapes of scale, you just need to know the notes. If the guitarist tells you it's E F'G A B C D, now you know everything you need to play scale all over the ladboard. Build chords from scratch Many guitarists can only play
some basic open chords and barre chords because they have never learned notes on the ladboard. If the only place where you can play Em is in an open position, that limits what you can play. If you know a chord formula or a note in a chord, you can build a chord anywhere you want around your neck. Here are some examples of the
different ways you can play the E minor chord around your neck: You Learn a couple couple chord shapes (especially the first two), but they are all E minor chords. When you learn the notes on the board, you will be able to build any chord you want in almost any position. Try playing some of the above chords. Although they all sound
similar (they all E minor), they are all different. Different chord shapes can be used in different songs and open so many doors for your game. Instead of being stuck with one or two chord shapes, you can unlock all the chord shapes all over the board. If you learn the notes on the ladboard, you can do so with any chord. Better improvise If
you haven't already, at some point you may start improvising or soloing over some back tracks. It's great fun and a great way to build your skills. Most guitarists learn by memorizing several forms of pentatonic boxes. The shape of the box makes it easy to start with an improv, but there is also a downside. Many guitarists end up stuck in a
rut. The problem with memorizing forms of scale is that you don't learn why some notes sound better than others. When you recognize the notes on the board, you can start targeting specific notes that work to support chord progressions. For example, if the chord is in the background of C Major while you're improvising, you can aim at
notes C, E, G (C Major chord notes). If the background chord changes to Dm7, you can focus on notes D, F, A, E (notes in Dm7). Until you try it for yourself, it's hard to know how much control it gives you over your game. Instead of playing random notes on the scale of the shape, you can choose the perfect notes at the perfect time.
Understand music is better possibly the most important reason to learn notes on the fretboard is that it improves your understanding of music. Instead of riffs, chords and solos, which are a series of patterns and shapes, you can see why some chords work well together and others don't. You can see why the licks you're trying to play on
the back track don't sound quite right when they sounded good over another back track. Learning notes on the board gives you a new level of understanding music. This will help you better understand the songs you play as well as everything you write. Making Fretboard easier to remember is not surprising that many guitarists put learning
notes on the board. First, memorizing notes on the board fret seems overwhelming. Just look at the chart below: Mad, isn't it? If this looks overwhelming to you, don't worry. Let's break the rook down and make it easier to learn. Everything repeated on the 12th fret ever asks why there are usually two point markers on the 12th fret and the
24th fret (if your guitar has 24 frets)? Take a look at the notes on the open strings, the 12th fret, and The 24th fret below: There are 12 notes in the music, so everything is repeated if you move up 12 frets. 12th fret, where open notes of the string repeat and the 24th fret, where they are repeated again. This means that you only need to
remember half the fret board because the other half is repeated. If you memorize the notes up to the 12th fret, exactly the same notes are repeated above the 12th fret. That's great, isn't it? We've already cut the number of notes you need to remember in half, but let's cut it a few more. Remove the chromatic notes Take a look at the six
notes below and think about how you would remember them: Do you really need to remember all six? What do you notice about notes with the sign q (sharp)? What may be noticed is that all the sharp notes have the same note as the note to its left. FH is always one fret higher than F, GH is always one fret higher than G, etc. which
means you don't need to memorize all of the above notes. You don't need to remember the F and FH position. You can just remember the F position and remember that FH is one fret to the right. Same with flat notes. Note GB is one fret to the left of G. Eb is one fret to the left of E. So you don't need to memorize any flat notes either - just
remember the natural notes (e.g. A, B, C, D, etc.) and remember that if you want a flat note, move one worry to the left. Here's our fretboard again with all the sharp notes removed, and all the notes above the 12th fret removed: the above chart is all you need to remember to know all the notes on the fret. It's not that bad, is it? It's also
worth noting that the chart above is the C Major scale. So by memorizing the natural notes on the board, you'll also remember one of the most important weights to learn on the guitar. Now let's take notes on the board in the easiest and most efficient way possible. Using two methods to memorize Fretboard The best way to learn to
memorize notes on the fret board is to use two techniques together. The reason I strongly recommend two methods is because of how our memory works. The more different ways we learn something, the easier it is to remember. Think of it as cutting down a tree with an axe. If you only cut one side of the tree, it will take a long time and
there will be a lot of work. Instead of just cutting with one hand, it's much easier to cut halfway with one side and then cut the other side of the tree. Our memory works the same way. You can try repeating the same method over and over again, and eventually it will sink in. But if you combine the two methods, you'll memorize it faster and
easier. That's why people who memorize decks of cards use words and images to remember cards, not card numbers and This is how people can memorize 10,000 digits for Pi. They don't sit down and try to remember all these numbers. Instead, they use images or words to remember groups of numbers. This is also why when we smell
or taste certain things (like cooked apple pie), it can instantly bring back childhood memories. These childhood memories are reinforced by smells and tastes (this is called multi-sensory integration). The reason for this is to know that a lot of what you do on the guitar depends on memorization. If you use techniques that are better suited to
our memory, you'll learn things faster and easier. The methods I cover in this article apply good memorization practices. If you combine two methods of memorizing notes on a board, the notes will sink deeper into your memory. You can even use three different methods at once and you will learn faster and develop a strong memory. But
too many methods can get confused. I found that my students memorized the notes the fastest when we combined the two methods covered here. Let's take a look at these two methods, then I'll give you a practice plan so you can get the most out of the methods. Method 1: One line at a time, it's an incredibly easy way to start memorizing
notes on the fret. The basic idea is to look at each line separately rather than trying to learn everything at once. The chart below shows how you'll practice memorizing notes on a high line E: When you practice one line at a time, you can fully focus on that line. In the chart above, you only need to remember eight note positions. Once you
memorize these eight notes, you'll continue past the 12th fret: Before I explain how to remember notes, let's see what happens after you've finished memorizing the high notes of the E line. Why? Because the high E line and the low E line use exactly the same notes in the same positions: for this reason I highly recommend starting with a
low E line or a high E line. As a practice using this method it is a great method to use because it is easy to practice. Even if you are new, you will find this method easy to use. Let's see how to practice high E string notes using this method. Here's what you'll play for the high E string: You start on an open line and play one note at a time,
moving up the board. Once you reach the 12th fret (E), you move back one note at a time until you reach the open line. Here are some tips when using this method: Start as slowly as you need to. Don't rush it. If you rush the names of the notes will not sink your memory. Take it easy at the beginning of Focus hard during practice. The
more you focus on every note, the name and position, the position, the You will remember them Don't worry about what fingers you use to play notes. Your focus should be entirely on the title and position to note - not on the technique of the game Focus on any areas you don't feel confident about. Turn your weaknesses into strong areas
the first few times you do it can feel depressingly slow. That is ok. If something feels hard, it's a good sign that you're learning. Don't get upset. Be patient and keep practicing as slowly as you need. Over the next few days, you will notice that it becomes easier to remember the correct positions and mark names. You will gradually get
faster and don't get stuck in certain areas of the fretboard. Here's an exercise for line B so you can see how to continue through the rest of the line: Follow the same method as before. Make sure you call the notes out loud and really focus on the position of each note. You may even think to yourself of something like a note on the fifth fret
E, 6th fret F, 8th fret G. The more attention and effort you put in, the faster notes will stick to your memory. Practice each line at least 15-20 times before moving on to the next one. In every practice session, make sure you practice each line at least twice. You're going to become an expert with E strings very quickly, so make sure you give
other strings more attention. Why this method works This method works because it teaches you to think linearly. Instead of memorizing the position of form or scale, you think about how the notes on the line are related to each other. When you practice this method, you learn things like G always two frets up from F, B is always one to
worry down from C', etc. this means that in the future, when you improvise, you will always know which notes are above and below the current note on each line. If you play 'E', you instinctively know that F is one fret to the right and D two frets to the left. The practice of each line separately means that you will not develop weak areas on
the fret. Many guitarists feel uncomfortable playing on some sections of the board because the shapes and patterns they memorize do not cover these areas. When you practice using this method, you will learn to feel confident across the board. Method 2: One note at a time, with method 1, you get really good at finding notes up and
down the line. But we're not just playing up and down the strings, we're also moving on strings. If you only use Method 1, you will end up with weak areas in your fretboard knowledge. That's where Method 2 comes in. That's why it's so effective -- it makes you notes in a way where you can't cheat. If you find this method difficult, it means
that the notes of the note immersed in your memory properly. Once you've mastered this method, you'll be able to instantly find any note you want in any position on the board. This method teaches you to memorize the positions of any note across the board without having to refer to other notes. For example, at this point, if you want to
find a 'A' note on line B, your mind will probably think: Well the 12th fret B, so there should be two frets lower on the 10th fret. This is normal, but this method will teach you to instantly move to the 10th (or 22nd) fret. Here's how the method works: Select a note. With this method, we focus on one note at a time. The purpose of the method
is to find all the positions across the board for the note you are working on. Find this note on low row E to 12th fret. As explained earlier, we have a full octave from the open line to the 12th fret. This means that you will find your note once (unless it is an open line, which will also be the 12th fret). Find this note as fast as you can play. Go to
the next line and find a note before the 12th fret. Once you find a note on the low E line, go to the next line and find a note on that line. Keep moving on all the strings. Every time you find a note, move on to the next line and repeat the process. Once you get to the high row E, go back through the strings until you return to low row E (or
below if you play 7 or 8 string guitars). Repeat and select a new note. Gradually work your way through all the notes (including notes like A'/Bb) is a simple method, but it may seem strange. It removes any memorization forms if you do it correctly. Try to avoid cheating by thinking in the rules like a note on the next line five frets down.
While these shortcuts can make it feel like you're making progress faster, they actually hold you back. The purpose of this method is to memorize the positions of notes without having to refer to any other position. If you use this method properly, you will become free throughout the board. How to practice using this method Let's look at the
example of this method in action so you can see how to practice it. Below the board shows the position of the 'A' note in all six lines up to the 12th fret: As you can see, the note appears once on the line other than line A. The purpose of this method is for you to be able to find all these notes instantly without one having to think about any
other positions or notes. So even if you can see some shapes or patterns that might make it easier to find the positions of the notes, ignore them. You'll end up with a much stronger memory if you ignore any shapes or patterns as you practice using this method. Here's what you'll be If you follow the steps listed earlier: Please note that we
do not play openly String? Chances are you've already memorized open line notes, so you can skip those notes and focus on fretboard notes. Once you get to the end, you choose a new note and repeat the steps. Here's the exercise again with C as our attention note: What you may notice after you do it for all the notes is that some notes
are harder to find than others. For example, you'll be really good at finding notes like E and A because these notes are used regularly on the guitar because of the setup. But other notes such as C or Bb are not used so often, so you may notice that it will take you longer to find these positions. This is the point of this exercise - it shows you
what your weaknesses are when you remove any cheats as the shapes are memorized. If one note is easy to find and another note is hard to find, it's a sign that you haven't properly memorized the fret board. When you get to the point where all the notes are easy to find, nothing will hold you back. Here are some additional tips for this
method: Listen carefully to what you're playing. It should be obvious when you play the wrong note because it will stand out. Playing C when you like to play C will be obvious if you listen carefully. If you've played the above exercise, you should notice that as you move to a higher line, the note will either stay exactly the same, or it will
jump up the octave. Try to remember what happens for each line as it will be convenient in the future when you improvise or write songs. Call the names of the notes out loud during the game. It may feel silly, but it helps to strengthen your memory. The idea is that you want to link the position of the note to the name of the note in your
memory. It's much easier to tie the two together by calling the note's name out loud. Time yourself for each note and record the results. It's a great way to track your progress and find weaknesses. You may find that within a week you will halve the time it takes to go through the exercise. Or you may find that some notes take you twice as
much as others. With consistent daily practice, you should start to feel really confident in your fretboard knowledge for a few weeks. Taking this method further with enough practice, this method will start to feel easy. That could mean one of two things. Either you remember the board perfectly, or you remember the scheme of jumping
between the strings. A quick way to check whether you remember the notes correctly or not is to jump randomly between notes without moving over the next lines. Here's an example of what you can play to test your knowledge: If you can randomly jump between the lines, as in the given example, it's a good sign you correctly memorized
the notes. If you are stuck in certain positions or it will take you longer, it means that you still have a job. Remembering a Fretboard practice plan when you're you The two above methods, you end up with a very quick and effective way of remembering the fret. Let's look at an example of a practical plan to give you an idea of how you
would like to practice. Week 1 It's important that you don't put too much pressure on yourself at the beginning. The last thing you want is to get frustrated because you don't feel like you're making progress. So a good way to start is using Method 1 at a slow pace. Here's what you could practice in a 5-10 minute practice session: Play up
and down the low row E 10 times slowly, calling the names of notes out loud Play up and down the line 10 times slowly, calling the notes of names out loud Play up and down the G row 10 times slowly, causing the note names to go out and down the G row 10 times slowly calling the note names aloud Play up and down line B 10 times
slowly, calling the note names aloud Play up and down the high row E 10 times slowly, calling the notes names out loud Take a short break and then come back and repeat above It's a good way to get started because it gives you time on each line to start feeling comfortable with the note position before you move on to the next line. Even
if you're really slow at first, you'll find that after a couple of days you'll be slowly accelerating and finding it easier to call the correct word names out loud. Week 2 At the moment, it's a good idea to gradually bring in Method 2. If you rely too much on Method 1, you'll get stuck. We will also make Method 1 a little harder to work to keep you
pushing yourself. Here's what you could practice in a 10-minute practice session: Play up and down the low row E 5 times faster than you can when calling a note names aloud Find all the positions to note for A on all lines, moving up and down one line at a time, play up and down the line 5 times faster than you can when calling note
names aloud Find all the positions of the note for 'B' through all the lines moving up and down one line at a time, play up and down line D 5 times faster than you can, causing the names of the notes aloud Find all the note positions for 'C' in all rows, moving up and down one line at a time, continue through all the lines and all the positions
to note, trying to play Method 1 so quickly As much as you can, it checks how well you really know these notes. If you find yourself stuck, slow down and practice the string 10 times instead of 5. Mixing session practices by alternating between methods 1 and 2 is a great way to keep you running. Remember that if something feels difficult,
it's a good sign that you're learning. Week 3 If you practice consistently, you should feel pretty confident at the moment. So let's step up to check how well you know your fretboard. That's what you are Practice in a 10-minute practice session: Play up and down all six lines one-after-the-other as fast as you can when calling note names
aloud Find all the positions to note for C on all lines including positions above the 12th fret. Jump randomly between the lines of Play up and down all six lines one-after-the-other as fast as you can when calling note names out loud Find all the positions to note for Ab in all lines including positions above the 12th fret. Go randomly between
the lines of Continue for all the positions to note At this point you want to focus most of your time practicing on the notes you feel least confident in. There's little sense practicing notes like E and because you'd easily remember those notes by now. Time yourself for each note and practice your worst ones. If you follow this practice plan and
practice it daily, you will quickly build a stronger knowledge of the ladboard than most guitarists. Most guitarists are not willing to make this kind of effort. It's much easier to remember multiple forms and use them to find notes. But if you're willing to make an effort under this practice plan, you'll end up with a stronger memory fretboard, and
you won't need to rely on any shapes or patterns. Whenever you need to play C or F, you will instantly know where all the positions are for these notes. The following steps of the above methods will only help you remember the notes positions on the board. While this knowledge of fretboard will be extremely useful, it is not enough by
themselves. To really get the most out of remembering the ladboard, you need to practice applying it. Here are some ways you can take your knowledge fretboard further: Learn scales using notes rather than form the practice of finding new chord shapes through fretboard using notes rather than memorizing the shapes improvised over
back tracks in different keys and the practice of shifting your focus to different notes To write riffs and licks, and then transfer these pieces to different areas of fretboard The goal of the above ideas is to so you're used to thinking with notes. If you can create any chord or scale without having to think about shapes, it gives you freedom. It
can be a lot of work to get to this point, but it's worth the effort. Efforts. guitar fret notes chart. guitar fret notes pdf. guitar fret notes diagram. guitar fret notes stickers. guitar fret notes for beginners. guitar fret notes chart pdf. guitar fret notes song. guitar fretboard notes game
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